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Objectives

· What is data?
· Internal representation of Data
· Java’s Data Types
· Operators
· Casting
· Java wrapper Classes
· Java Math Class



What is Data?
· Data is a representation of information in a 

computer’s memory.

· There are many ways to represent the same piece 
of information.

· For example, an airline’s schedule might be 
represented either as a graph with cities as nodes, 
or as a table with the departure and arrival city as 
axes.

· The processing that can be performed on a piece 
of data depends on the type of data.  For 
example, integers can be added together and 
characters can be converted to uppercase.



Representation
· Data ultimately has to be represented in the form 

of 0s and 1s in the computer’s memory.

· Each data type encodes a particular form of data 
into 1s and 0s in a predefined manner.

· The data type also specifies how many bits of 
information it contains.  This specifies how many 
different values that the data type can represent.

· For example:
•  integers are represented in binary format.

•  characters are reprented in Unicode format.

•  floating point numbers are represented with an abscissa and 
a mantissa in binary.



Variables

· A data type defines how a particular class of 
data is represented in memory

· A var iable is an instance of a data type.  For 
example, in
 pr ivate int width;
 int is the data type.  width is a variable of type 
int.  

· A variable is a name associated with the actual 
memory allocated for that piece of data.



Variables

· The name var iable arises from the fact that the 
name is associated with an entity whose value 
can change ( I.e. its value is variable)

· We can set the value of a variable using the = 
operator.  For example,

 width = 5;

· The = operator puts the value on its right hand 
side into the variable in the left hand side.



Primitive Data Types

· We know that a variable is a name associated 
with an allocation of memory for a particular data 
type.

· Primitive Data Types are those data types in 
which the variable’s location in memory has the 
value of the data itself.

· A variable which refers to an Object actually has 
a memory address.  I.e. a pointer to the location 
in memory where the data of the Object resides.  
The actual data is accessed by referring to that 
address.

· This is important because Objects can be large 
and Object variable names will then have to refer 
to the entire chunk of memory.



Primitive Data Types contd.

· Java’s predefined Primitive Data Types:
•  byte : −128 to 127 (8 bits)

•  shor t : −32,768 to 32,767 (16 bits)

•  int : −2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 (32 bits)

•  long :−9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to 
9,223,372,036,854,775,807 (64 bits)

•  float : 1.40129846432481707e−45 to 
3.40282346638528860e+38 (positive or negative) (32 bits)

•  double : 4.94065645841246544e−324d to 
1.79769313486231570e+308d (positive or negative) (64 
bits)

•  boolean : true/false (1 bit)

•  char  : Unicode 0 to 65,535 (16 bits)



Objects vs. Primitive Data : 
Pointers

· We have seen that Object variables contain the 
memory address of the Object rather than the 
Object themselves.

· In the following example,

 int a;
 int b;
 a = 5;
 b = a;
 a = 3;

·  b gets the value 5 and a gets the value 3



Objects vs. Primitive Data : 
Pointers

· In the case of, say, Rectangle Objects,

Rectangle a;
Rectangle b;
 a = new Rectangle(3,5);
 b = a;
 a.setWidth(7);

·  The memory addresses in a and b are now the 
same.  So, when we change a’s width, we also 
change b’s width!!!



Casting

· Java is a strongly−typed language.  So, Java 
does not allow the programmer to put values 
from one type into another.

· So, the following will generate an error:

 int myInteger;
 myInteger = 3.1415;

· We tried to put in a float value into an integer.  
Java will complain.

· In cases when we need to force a value of one 
type into another, we can cast the data.



Casting, contd.

· We can cast a value of one data type into another 
by prefixing it with the new type in paranthesis.

· For example,

 float a;
 a = (float)3;
 char b;
 b = (char)65;

·  a now holds the value 3.0 and b holds the value 
‘A’



Implicit vs. Explicit Casting

· When casting from a narrow type to a wider type, 
the casting is done implicitly.  For example,

 long a;
 int b = 5;
 a = b;  // long is bigger than int.

· When casting from a wider to a narrower type, 
the casting has to be explicitly mentioned.

 int a;
 long b = 5;
 a = (int) b; // int is smaller than long



Operators:  Arithmetic
· Java’s Arithmetic Operators:

• + : a + b : returns sum of the operands

• −  : a – b : returns difference of the operands

• *   : a *  b : returns product of the operands

• /   : a / b : returns a divided by b

• % : a%b : returns remainder of a/b

· Use parenthesis the same way as they are used in 
math formulae.

· The returned value can be used as a part of 
another computation:

· For example:

 float area, radius;
 radius = 3;
 area = 3.1415 *  radius* radius;



Arithmetic Operators contd.

· The difference between Java and math 
operations is that in Java, we can say:

 sum = sum + 55;

· While in math we cannot do the above, in 
Java the above statement evaluates the right 
hand side first (I.e. adds the value in sum 
and the number 55) and puts it into the 
variable in the righthand side, I.e. sum.



Arithmetic Operators contd.
++ and −−

· There are also a couple of useful shortcuts 
defined for incrementing and decrementing 
variables:

•  ++age; is equivalent to age=age+1;

•  −−age; is equivalent to age=age−1;

· Since the results of an operation can be used in 
another operation, we can do:

 total = sum/(++num);
 I.e take the value in sum and divide it by the 

incremented value of num!



Arithmetic Operators contd.

· If you are even lazier, Java makes the 
following shortcuts available:

• ++age; increments age and returns the incremented 
value.

• −−age; decrements age and returns the 
decremented value.

•  age++; returns the original value and then 
increments the variable

•  age−−; returns the original value and then 
decrements the variable



Relational Operators

· Java’s relational operators all return 
boolean true/false values:

• >   : a >b; is a greater than b?
• >= : a>=b; is a greater than or equal to b? 
• <   : a<b; is a less than b?
• <= :a<=b; is a less than or equal to b?
• == : a==b; is a equal to b? (Note the double equals)
• !=  : a!=b; is a not equal to b?



Conditional Operators

· Java’s conditional operators operate on 
boolean values and return boolean values

• && : a && b;  returns true if a and b are both true.
• ||      : a || b; returns true if either a or b are true.
• !      : !a;  returns not a (I.e. the opposite of a)
• &    : same as && except that it forces evaluation 

of both components even if the first term is false.
• |       : same as | except that it forces evaluation of 

the second component even if the first is true.
• ^      : â b;  returns a XOR b.



Precedence Rules

· Operators are evaluated in the following 
order:

• ()
• ++, −−
• *  / %
• + −
• < <= > >=
• == !=



Promotion Rule

· If an operator is used on two values which are of 
different types, the ‘smaller’ of the two types is 
promoted to the ‘larger’ type and then the 
evaluation is performed.

· For example, 

 3.1415 *  7
3.1415 is a float and 7 is an int.  Since int is 

‘smaller’, it is converted to a float 7.0 and then 
the numbers are multiplied.



Unexpected Results

· It is important to remember that the computer is 
not human!  It does not think intuitively.

· It is important to remember and use the 
precedence rules and promotion rules to achieve 
the needed results.

· For example, 

float a = 3/2;   // gives 1 and not 1.5.
    float b = 7*2+4; // returns 18 and not 42



Casting, parenthesis to the 
rescue!

· We can cast values to the right type before 
performing the operation:

 float a = (float)3/(float)2;
 (or)
 float a = (float)3/2;  // 2 is promoted by magic
 (or)
 float a = 3.0/2.0;  // the sensible programmer!

· Similarly, if we need 7*2+4 to return 42, we 
should use parenthesis:

 float b = 7* (2+4);



= vs. ==

· There is a big difference between the = operator 
and the == operator:

•  a = b takes the value on the righthand side (I.e. b) and puts it 
into the variable on the left hand side (I.e. a)

•  a==b is a relational operator.  It asks the question (is a equal 
to b?) and returns a boolean true/false value.

· Even seasoned programmers make the mistake of 
using (a=b) when they meant (a==b)

· …and then they wonder why a now holds the 
value of b?



= : Objects vs. Primitive data
· The = operator has different behavior when used 

with Objects vs. Primitive data.

· We know that Object variables hold a memory 
address and primitive data types hold values.

· = simply takes the value on the right and puts it 
into the variable on the left.

· So, with Object variables, using the = operator 
makes both variables point to the same Object.

· A common mistake is to try to use the = operator 
to make a copy of an Object.



Java’s wrapper Classes
· For each of the primitive data types, Java also 

provides a useful ‘wrapper’ Class.

· The wrapper Classes are:
•  int :  Integer

•  long : Long

•  float : Float

•  double : Double

•  char : Character

•  boolean : Boolean

· The wrapper classes provide a bridge between 
primitive data types and Objects.

· We can instantiate a wrapper Class as follows:

 int a = 5;
Integer myInt = new Integer(a);



Java.lang.Math Class

· Apart from the operators that Java 
provides, there is also a Math class comes 
with the API.

· The math has some useful methods such as 
:

•  static double sqrt(double a)
•  static double random()
•  static double sin()
•  static double abs(double a)
•  static double max(double a, double b)



Example:  weather.com program

· The weather.com website wants you to 
design and write a program which will 
compute the min, max and average 
temperature for any week. You should be 
able to give results in celcius or faranheit.  
Your program will be given 14 numbers (a 
max and min temperature for each day of 
the week).



Class data and methods

· Classes:

· Data and Methods for each class



Methods

· Fill in:



 char data type.
ASCII and UNICODE

· Java internally stores characters as numbers.

· Long, long, ago, in the US, characters were coded 
as 8 bit ASCII (American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange) which defines 256 
characters.

· Now, with the Internet cutting across borders, it 
is no longer possible to have separate Chinese, 
Russian, Hindi encodings, etc.

· UNICODE defines 16 bit characters which have 
65,536 possible values, enough for most of the 
world’s languages!!!

· Java is ‘international’ : It used UNICODE.



 char operators

· Similar to numerical operators, there are 
also useful operators for the char data type.

· All the numerical operators also work for 
the char type…they work on the 
UNICODE value.

· For example, 

 char c = ‘A’;  // UNICODE value 65

 c++;  // c is now ‘B’ UNICODE value 66



Meet the String Object!
· A collection of characters is called a String.

· Java provides a useful Class called String which 
keeps a collection of characters and allows you to 
perform useful operations.

· Some String methods:
•  boolean compareTo(String anotherString)

•  String subString(int beginIndex, int endIndex)

•  int length()

• String concat(String str)

· Java provides useful shortcuts for Strings:
• “abc” is the same as new String(“abc”);

• String a = “abc”; 

• String b = a + “def”; is the same as String b = 
a.concat(“def”);

· We’ll learn more about this useful Class later!



Recap

· Primitive Data types
· Objects vs. Primitive Data Types
· Arithmetic Operators.
· Relational and Conditional Operators
· = vs ==
·  char and String


